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Movie Monday
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6:30 Monday Dec 27
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CHRISTMAS IN MOOSE FACTORY
In their own words and drawings, Northern

Cree children show how their Christmas
looks in this NFB 1971 short (13min) (Not all

kids are hanging out in malls this season)
& LOVE ACTUALLY

Follows the lives of eight very different
couples in dealing with their love lives in

various loosely and interrelated tales all set
during a frantic month before Christmas in

London, England. A quirky romantic comedy
for the season. R

......MM gets down with a fun example of
the Asian Action genre. “a bouillabaisse of

comedy, action, romance, and dazzling
soccer footage, forming an irresistible

package for those looking for something
they haven't seen before...breath-

taking...deliriously inventive filmmaking
skills” PG some silly violence

"Me do, kemo sabe." Who knew that the Lone Ranger’s
faithful sidekick cringed every time he said those

words? In 1949, at age 35, Mohawk actor Jay
Silverheels became the first Aboriginal actor to play a

Native American on television. He played the stoic,
monosyllabic Tonto with poker-faced perfection,

becoming the symbolic "Indian" to a generation. In
later life, Silverheels changed direction and fought for
better, more realistic roles for Natives in film and TV.
He founded the Indian Actors' Workshop, and helped

train other Native actors
plus: SURVIVAL IN THE BUSH - a quaint 1954 30 min

NFB film wherein a reporter gets dropped in the wilds with a
native woodsman who finds food, builds a birch bark canoe,

kills a marauding bear, all equipped with only an axe(!) -
basically saves his ass, while the reporter blabs away, 1954 style,
about what's going on. I think it's a nice 'Boomer Combo' with

our 1950's hero Tonto's story.

Jay Silverheels
- The Man Beside The Mask
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Filmed in New York in 1982, STYLE WARS
documented a number of young graffiti artists who
were transforming the city with their unique art and
the hip hop music/dance scene that went with it. The
subway system was a canvas, and that meant a battle

with Mayor Ed Koch, the NYPD, and the transit
authority, all of whom did their best to oppose the
burgeoning movement. STYLE WARS is a brilliant

70min doc that got right inside the scene. We offer it
with a 34min update by director Tony Silver.

http://www.stylewars.com
We'll connect it to Victoria's scene including

The TAG Gallery along the Vic West E&N track.

Thanks to our sponsors who include: • you •
• Yo Video • BCSS - Victoria Branch •

• Canada Council For The Arts •
• Janssen Ortho • Eli Lilly •

• St. Michaels University School •
• Vancouver Island Health Authority •

HalloweenSpecial!

Special Presentation:

8:00pm Nov 17

MEMENTO @ UVic’s

David Lam Auditorium

6:30 Mon Nov 22, 2004

REPUBLIC OF LOVE
....MM gets Romantic! Deepa Mehta's latest

film "This enchanted romance set in the
coldest city on earth is a contemporary look at
the awkward road to love. As quickly as the
protagonists meet, nerves tear them apart.

Will they be able to abandon themselves to
love, to something greater than they know?"

PG13 Plus - RENDEZVOUS - a short film by
Victoria's Passia Pandora "A woman's passion is

awakened when her waiter invites her to tango." One
clever 6 min continuous take.

Movie Monday


